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Indoor Workshops of Rock Surface Peelings by the Hot Melt Adhesive
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Surface peelings of strata using the hot melt adhesive (HMA) were practiced, by Kasama (2017). Its

method is that an end of a HMA stick (dia.11mm or 11.5mm) is heated by the open fire of a gas lighter,

and a melted part of the HMA stick is contacted to the surface of an outcrop or a sedimentary rock

sample. When the HMA stick is peeled from the rock surface after cooling, the HMA stick catches a rock

surface peeling sample. Because the electric power supply is not necessary, this method is taken place

easily everywhere. In general, surface peelings of strata are taken place at outdoor field. One of the

characteristics of the HMA is good for indoor works, because of no generation of harmful gases. By the

examination in Kanagawa Prefectural museum, indoor workshops of the rock surface peeling using HMA

for students helped understandings of sedimentary rocks with great fun. Therefore, there are many

possibilities in indoor samplings by the HMA and I suggest this sampling as a new conventional indoor

workshop for students. Using a high output glue gun which is more than dozens of watts, wider area is

easily covered by the HMA. In the case of the wide area, a wire netting is used as backing material. It is

better that the adhesion of the wire netting precedes the cooling of HMA. If the HMA is cooled and

solidified, an injection of the new HMA though the wire netting is necessary. In these process, release

papers and gloves are need. A finished goods is showed by photo, which is good for teaching material too. 
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